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“Welcome to the annual town fair,” the speakers boomed as animals poured in through the gates. 

Porcupines, bunnies, skunks, beavers, mice, raccoons; all sorts of small animals lived in the little town of 

Fox’s Den. The town was gathered at the park, full of rides built completely by the paws of the town’s 

citizens. 

“I am so excited!” cried Sage, a young badger. She squirmed impatiently. “I just want to go on rides!” 

Sage and her parents were stuck in the crowd headed into the fairgrounds. 

“Don’t worry, you’ll be riding before you know it,” Sage’s mother said, squeezing her daughter’s paw. 

Eventually, they made it through the gates. Everywhere there were rides. Sage could smell the sweet 

scent of mini donuts and churros drifting from the nearest food stand. As they continued walking, she 

could see fair games of all sorts. 

“What ride should we go on first?” asked Sage’s father. 

“Hmmm…” Sage looked around “let’s go on the Ferris wheel!” She bolted to the giant line forming 

behind the Ferris wheel. Her parents followed closely. 

“Looks like the lines are huge today. Opening day is always a bad day to come,” Sage’s dad sighed. 

“I’m glad we came today. I didn’t want to wait,” Sage argued. The line was endless, but nothing could 

ruin Sage’s excitement.  

After waiting in line awhile, Sage noticed something strange. The ground was shaking! She heard loud 

thumps coming from somewhere near the fair entrance. 

“What’s that sound?” she asked, looking up at her parents. 

“I have no idea,” said her mother with concern. Animals all around them turned their heads to see 

where the sound was coming from. 

“EEEEEK!” Shrieked a mouse as three giant elephants stomped through the gates. 

“Elephants!” Sage gasped. This town was full of small animals. This wasn’t the place she’d expect to see 

elephants. The three elephants headed towards the line for the Ferris wheel. Miniature earthquakes 

rattled the entire fair. The elephants lined up behind Sage and her parents. Sage looked up at them. 

“Hello!” She yelled. The youngest elephant lowered his head to get a good view of her. 

“Hi,” he boomed, waving his trunk. 



“Welcome to Fox’s Den! Did you just move here?” Sage asked. 

“Yes. We moved in yesterday.”  

“It’s an awesome town!” Sage exclaimed. They were almost at the end of the line. “I’m Sage, by the 

way.” 

“I’m Bobo,”  

Uh oh, Sage thought, realizing something. How will elephants fit on a Ferris wheel only meant to hold 

small animals? Quickly they were at the front of the line, waiting to get on. I can’t tell them they can’t 

ride it. What am I supposed to do? The ride stopped. 

A couple of squirrels hopped off the Ferris wheel. Sage and her parents climbed in. The ride started and 

the Ferris wheel spun around, taking them higher and higher. Sage could see the whole fair from the 

top. After a few rotations, the ride stopped, letting on the elephants. The three huge animals squeezed 

themselves into one of the seats. The otter in charge of the ride glanced nervously at a mole operating 

another ride. The mole shrugged and the otter hesitantly pulled the switch. The ride started. The 

elephants were only halfway up when the ride sputtered and stopped, black smoke pouring out the 

engine. 

“Oh no!” Sage cried. The animals on the Ferris wheel screamed. The elephants’ seat slid off of its hinges. 

Bobo trumpeted, terrified. Their seat let out a violent screech and plummeted to the ground. Lucky for 

the elephants, it was a short fall. They were huge compared to the Ferris wheel, so it wasn’t a long way 

down. Bobo and his parents sat on the ground, shocked. Bobo burst into tears. His mother grabbed his 

trunk and helped him up. The three elephants walked sadly out of the fair. 

“This is terrible!” Sage cried. Poor Bobo and his parents had just fallen off the ride and they were stuck 

at the top of a broken Ferris wheel. Sage’s mother patted her head. 

“Don’t worry, they’ll get us down,” she said, reassuringly. Soon, the ride moved and they were safe on 

the ground. Sage ran to the fair’s main office in a hurry. Her parents trailed behind. 

“Hi,” Sage said to the armadillo sitting at the desk. 

“Hello,” the armadillo replied. 

“None of the rides are big enough to fit larger animals like the elephants who just moved in. I don’t think 

it’s fair only small animals can go on rides,” Sage exclaimed. 

“I’ll talk to the fair workers when the fair closes later. Come back here at ten o'clock and we’ll discuss 

what we can do,” said the armadillo. 

“Yay! Thank you!” Sage squealed. 

Soon it was ten o’clock, and the fair closed. Sage had an amazing day besides the Ferris wheel incident. 

Sage and her parents went to the fair office, where the workers were gathered. 

“Thanks for coming everyone. This little badger here came to me with a complaint. None of the rides fit 

larger animals,” said the armadillo. 



“Our town should get together and build new rides that fit everyone!” Sage blurted. Everyone nodded. 

After making plans, everyone went home. Immediately after the fair ended that year, construction 

started on the new rides. Everyone in town worked together over the next year to build them. When the 

fair opened again, Sage saw Bobo and his parents nervously walk through the gates. 

“Bobo! We built new rides that fit everyone, all because of what happened last year! We realized it 

wasn’t fair to larger animals that only we could go on the rides. You can go on any ride now!” Sage 

exclaimed. 

“Wow! Thanks!” Bobo shrieked. 

“Want to go on the Ferris wheel with me?” Sage asked. 

“Of course!” Bobo bounced. They ran to the Ferris wheel. 

“This really is a great community,” said Bobo when they were at the top of the Ferris wheel. Sage 

grinned and nodded. 


